ABSTRACT

Mental health illness such as depression is a significant risk factor for suicidal ideation and behaviors, including suicide attempts. A report by SAMHSA shows that 80% of the patients suffering from Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD) have suicidal behavior, 5-10% of whom commit suicide. While multiple initiatives have been developed and implemented for suicide prevention, a key challenge has been the social stigma associated with mental disorders, which deters patients from seeking help or sharing their experiences directly with others including clinicians. This is particularly true for teenagers and younger adults where suicide is the second highest cause of death in the U.S. Prior research involving surveys and questionnaires (e.g., PHQ-9) for suicide risk prediction failed to provide a quantitative assessment of risk that informed timely clinical decision-making for intervention. Our interdisciplinary study concerns the use of Reddit as an unobtrusive data source for gleaning information about suicidal tendencies and other related mental health conditions afflicting depressed users. We provide details of our learning framework that incorporates domain-specific knowledge and medical knowledge bases and suicide ontology to detect cues relevant to suicidal thoughts and actions, and using language modeling, medical entity recognition, and normalization, negation detection to interpret posts of 2181 redditors that have discussed or implied suicidal ideation, behavior, or attempt. Given the importance of clinical knowledge, our gold standard dataset of 500 redditors (out of 2181) was developed by four practicing psychiatrists following the guidelines outlined in Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale (C-SSRS), with the pairwise annotator agreement of 0.79 and group-wise agreement of 0.73. Compared to the existing four-label classification scheme (no risk, low risk, moderate risk, and high risk), our proposed C-SSRS-based 5-label classification scheme distinguishes people who are supportive, from those who show different severity of suicidal tendency concerning ideation, behavior, and attempt. Our 5-label classification scheme outperforms the state-of-the-art schemes by 4.2% and 12.5% in graded recall and perceived risk measure, respectively. Convolutional neural network (CNN) provided the best performance in our scheme due to the discriminative features and use of domain-specific knowledge resources, as opposed to SVM-linear that is used in the state-of-the-art.

1 INTRODUCTION

According to recent data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), suicide is the second leading cause of death for people aged between 10–34 [40] and fourth leading cause for people aged 35–64, escalating the suicide rate in the US by 30% since 19991. Suicide Prevention Resource Center in the US2 reports that 45% of people who committed suicide had visited a primary care provider one to two months before their death. These visits were often scheduled for something other than complaints of depression or suicide, and suicidal patients may be hesitant or too embarrassed to bring up the topic of suicide. Clinicians often have no prior warning that the patient in front of them is currently suicidal or will be developing significant suicidality. Hence, novel strategies are necessary to proactively detect, assess, and enable timely intervention to prevent suicide3. Mental health conditions have been closely linked to suicide [16]. Depression, bipolar and other mood disorders are known to
Apart from mental health conditions, there are various other factors that can exacerbate an individual’s urge to commit suicide such as workplace/sexual harassment, religious scripts encouraging self-sacrifice, and heroic portrayal of death in movies. Moreover, popular celebrities who commit suicide can lead to “copycat” suicides. Werther effect[34] refers to the influence that a popular figure’s suicide can have on an individual, encouraging them to commit suicide, revealing that suicide attempt can be contagious. There are several resources for patients to seek help such as CrisisTextLine, teen line, 7cups.com, imalive.org, and The Trevor Project for LGBTQ. Additional measures are necessary to improve timely intervention[4] further. Unobtrusive collection and analysis of social media data can provide a means for gathering insights about an individual’s emotions, and suicidal ideation and behavior. A system capable of gleaning digital markers of suicide risk assessment from social media conversations of a patient (see Figure 1) can help a mental health professional(MHP) for making informed decisions as the patients may be reluctant to directly share all the relevant information due to the social stigma associated with mental illness and suicide[20].

There is a significant body of work addressing issues concerning suicide and mental health using social media content. TeenLine, Tumblr, Instagram, Twitter, and Reddit have been common sources of data for research in computational social science [6, 7, 51]. Among these, Reddit has emerged as the most promising one due to the anonymity it affords, its popularity as measured by its content size, and its variety as evident from the diverse subreddits being used for posting that reflects a user’s state of mind and mental health disorder, e.g., r/Depression, r/SuicideWatch, r/BipolarSoS. Analysis of the content on Reddit can be leveraged to help MHP develop an insight into the current situation of an individual, to improve the quality of the diagnosis and intervention strategies if necessary. Shing et al.[49] analyzed the postings of users in SuicideWatch and other related subreddits (e.g., r/bipolar, r/ED, r/getting_over_it, r/socialanxiety) for assessment of suicide risk. The critical opportunity to improve upon these efforts is to utilize reliable domain-specific knowledge sources for understanding the
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**Key Contributions:**

1. **We develop an annotated gold standard dataset of 500 Reddit users, out of 2181 potentially suicidal users using their content from mental health-related subreddits.**
2. **Using domain-specific resources- SNOMED-CT, DataMed, Drug Abuse Ontology (which incorporates DSM-5[55]) and ICD-10, we developed suicide risk severity lexicon, which is curated by MHPs. This enabled us to create a competitive baseline for evaluating our approach.**
3. **Using four evaluation metrics—graded recall, confusion matrix, ordinal error, and perceived risk measure, we show that the C-SSRS based 5-label classification scheme improves upon the state-of-the-art scheme to characterize suicidality of a user.**
4. **Our evaluation shows that CNN emerges as a superior model for suicide risk prediction task outperforming the two competing baselines: rule-based and SVM-linear. Technological advancements over the last decade have transformed the health care system with a trend towards real-time monitoring, personal data analysis, and evidence-based diagnosis. Specifically, with the anticipated inclusion of individual’s social data and the rapidly growing patient-generated health data [47], MHPs will have the ability to be better informed about the patient’s mental health conditions including their suicidality and enable timely intervention and response.**
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**Figure 1:** Changing Suicide Risk Severity of 3 Redditors over a period of 11 years
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section 4, the critical components of the approach that we developed. Then, we give details on the experimental design in section 5, and we discuss our results in section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

Prior works relevant to the key areas related to our study.

2.1 Suicide and Social Media

Jashinsky et al. [26], and Christensen et al. [8] predicted the level of suicide risk for an individual over a period of time using SVM and the features of TF-IDF, word count, unique word count average word count per tweet and average character count per tweet. De Choudhary et al. [16] identified linguistic, lexical and network features that describe a patient suffering from a mental health condition for predicting suicidal ideation. Analysis of content that contains self-reporting posts on Reddit can provide insights on mental health conditions of users. Utilizing propensity score matching, [16] measured the likelihood of a user sharing thoughts on suicide in the future. Another study [53] investigated the linguistic variations among different authors on social media, and observed correlation between suicidal behavior and suicide-related tweets. Furthermore, [7] conducted a qualitative analysis of the Tumblr content shared to gain better understanding of self-harm, suicidal content, and depression, and concluded with a need for suicide prevention. Robinson et al. [43] reports in their review of literature, that people with mental health conditions on social media look for content shared to gain better understanding of self-harm, suicidal content, and depression, and concluded with a need for suicide prevention.

2.2 Analysis of Suicidal Risk Severity

So far, prior research studied the identification of signals for predicting the suicide risk, mental health conditions leading to suicide [14, 15, 42], psychological state and well-being [45, 46]. However, monitoring severity of suicide risk is essential for timely intervention. Nock et al. [35] reported that 9% of people have thoughts of suicide, 3% map out their suicidal plans, 3% make a suicide attempt and <=1% people constitute what are known as “suicidal completers”. Much information can be extracted from the content of an individual as they provide explicit, implicit or ambivalent clues for suicide. These clues can help a MHP assess suicide severity, and better structure the treatment process [10]. Corbett-Hall et al. [11] defined a rubric based on a 4-way suicide categorization. We use a rubric (or questionnaire) endorsed by NIH and SAMHSA.

Shing et al. [49] 1.5M posts from 11K users on SuicideWatch, out of which 245 users were annotated by experts and non-experts. The study evaluates the annotation quality of experts and non-experts and performs risk and suicide screening experiments using domain lexicon, linguistic and psycholinguistic features involving machine learning and deep learning classifiers. The study fails to bring together different mental health conditions that lead to suicide indication, suicide ideation and attempt. It is critical to highlight supportive users on social media, who are not suicidal, as these constitute negative samples.

2.3 Models for Suicide Prediction

In a recent study on predicting suicide attempt in adolescents, Bhat et al. employed neural networks (NN) with multi-layer depth for predicting the presence of suicide attempts using >500K anonymized Electronic Health Records (EHR) obtained from California Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD). Through a series of experiments tuning the depth of the network, researchers achieved a true positive rate of 70% and a true negative rate of 98.2% [3]. Another study by Walsh et al. [56] on predicting suicidal attempts through temporal analysis, employs Random Forest (RF) over a cohort of 5,167 patients. The study segregates the cohort into cases and controls, in which the former constitutes a set of 3,250 and the latter 1,917 patients. They achieved an F-score of 86% with a recall of 95% [56]. As they used binary classification scheme EHR for dataset, are their model was oblivious to identification of supportive or indicative users. However, a transfer learning from social media to EHR is worth investigating [57]. Amini et al. utilized SVM, and decision trees besides RF and NN, for assessing the risk of suicide in a dataset of individuals from Iran [1]. Du et al. identified psychiatric stressors for suicide using CNN dichotomously conceptualizing the problem, a precision of 78% [18]. On another study, individuals were classified as at-risk of suicide using CNN while psychiatric stressors were identified through RNN [18].

3 BACKGROUND STUDY

We detail the medical knowledge bases underlying the suicide risk severity lexicon used in a baseline (see Section 5.2).

3.1 Domain-specific Knowledge Sources

Medical knowledge bases are resources manually curated by domain experts providing concepts and their relationships for processing the content. As our study aims to assess the severity of at-risk suicidal users, the knowledge (e.g., mental health disorder, symptoms, side-effects, drugs) that corresponds to different levels of suicidality of a patient is crucial. In this work, we employ ICD-10, SNOMED-CT, Suicide Ontology, and Drug Abuse Ontology (DAO) for creating a suicide lexicon to be used in one of our baselines.

Concepts in SNOMED-CT are categorized into procedure, observable entity, situation, event, assessment scale, therapy, disorder, and finding and can be exploited using “parents”, “children”, and “sibling” relationships. For example, Suicide by Hanging [SNOMED ID: 287190007] is a child concept of Suicide [SNOMED ID: 44301001] and sibling concept of Assisted Suicide [SNOMED ID: 51709005], Drug Overdose - Suicide [SNOMED ID: 274228002], Suicide while incarcerated [SNOMED ID: 23564003], and Suicide by self-administered Drug [SNOMED ID: 891003]. ICD-10 is a medical standard that provides information on patient’s health state such as severity, comorbidity, and complications. Concepts in ICD-10 are categorized into signs, symptoms, abnormal findings, and diagnosis. For example: “suicide attempt” is categorized under a Personal history of self-harm [ICD-10 ID: Z91.5]. It is also categorized under Borderline Personality Disorder [ICD-10 ID: F60.3], Intentional self-harm [ICD-10 ID: X60-X84], and Severe depressive episode with psychotic symptoms [ICD-10 ID: F33.2]. “suicidal ideation” is categorized under Post-traumatic stress disorder[ICD-10 ID: F43.1]. Suicide ontology is an ontology, called “suicideonto” built through text mining and manual curation by domain experts. The ontology contains 290 concepts defining the context of suicide. Drug Abuse Ontology (DAO) is a domain-specific hierarchical framework developed by Cameron et al [6] containing 315 entities (814 instances) and 31 relations defining drug-abuse and mental-health concepts. The ontology has been utilized in analyzing web-forum content
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related to buprenorphine, cannabis, a synthetic cannabinoid, and opioid-related data [12, 13, 29]. In [19] it was expanded using DSM-5 categories covering mental health and applied to depression. This mental health coverage includes suicide relevant to our study.

### 3.2 Existing Domain Specific Lexicons

Prior research [5, 33] highlighted the disparity between the language (e.g., informal terms) used by social media users and the concepts defined by domain experts in medical knowledge bases. Medical entity normalization fills such a gap by identifying phrases (n-grams, or topics) within the social media content and mapping them to concepts in medical knowledge bases [31]. We use (i) the two lexicons, namely, TwADR-L and AskAPatient (see Table 1) to map the social media content to medical concepts [31], and (ii) the anonymized and annotated suicide notes made available through i2b2 challenge to identify social media content with negative emotions (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexicon</th>
<th>SNOMED Concepts</th>
<th>Max. #phrases per Concept</th>
<th>Sample SNOMED to informal terms mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TwADR-L</td>
<td>2172</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>SNOMED Concept: Acute depression Phrases: 'acute depression', 'just want to finally be happy', 'hated my life', 'depression'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AskAPatient</td>
<td>3051</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>SNOMED Concept: Anxiety Phrases: 'anxious', 'anxiety issues', 'anxiety', 'anxiety'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 1: Existing domain specific lexicons used in this study

TwADR-L [31] maps medical concepts in SIDER8 to their corresponding informal terms used in Twitter. The lexicon has 2172 medical concepts, each of which has up to 36 informal Twitter terms. Each informal term is assigned a single medical concept. AskAPatient [31] maps informal terms from AskAPatient web forum to medical concepts in SNOMED-CT and Australian Medical Terminology [30]. Since this lexicon was created from a web forum, it is more informative compared to TwADR-L. Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (i2b2) Suicide Notes is a dataset generated as a part of the emotion recognition task in 2011 [58]. In this i2b2 dataset, we have 2K suicide notes annotated for different emotions, and we separated the notes with negative emotions resulting in 817 suicide notes (see Table 2).

#### Table 2: Suicide notes aggregated by emotion labels defined in i2b2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion Label</th>
<th>#Suicide Notes</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abuse</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Now my son got married to a horrible woman who does not care for me, curses, and swears, and pushes me around.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anger</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>I have no idea why I could let one person hurt me, I loved you so long, but I think I hate you now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fear</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>In this case you would finally meet defeat so crushing that it will drain strip you off your courage and hope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>guilt</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>God is just and it is true that I am a no good, but God will see all that I had to pass through.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hopelessness</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>Dear Jane, Don’t think to badly of me for taking this way out but I am frustrated by taking so much pain that I can’t go on like this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorrow</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>My heart has been hurt hard and everyday I am grieving.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.3 Suicide Risk Severity Lexicon

Besides the existing lexicons (see Section 3.2), we have built a comprehensive lexicon containing terms related to each level of suicide risk severity (see Table 3). Besides these four severity levels, we consider a separate class of “supportive” users who are not suicidal, but use a similar language. The lexicon was created using the aforementioned medical knowledge bases and slang terms from DAO. The lexicon was validated by the domain experts, and used for annotation and for our baseline (see Section 5.2).

#### Table 3: Suicide Risk Severity lexicon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suicide Class</th>
<th># Terms in a class</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>1535</td>
<td>Pessimistic character, Suicide of relative, Family history of suicide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideation</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>Suicidal thoughts, Feeling suicidal, Potential suicide care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>Planning on cutting nerve, Threatening suicide, Loaded gun, Drug abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempt</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>Previous known suicide attempt, Suicidal deliberate poisoning, Goodbye Attempted suicide by self-administered drug, Suicide while incarcerated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4 Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale

Each C-SSRS severity class (ideation, behavior, or attempt) is composed of a set of questions that characterize the respective category. Responses to the questions across the C-SSRS classes eventually determine the risk of suicidality of an individual [39]. One of the challenges researchers face when it comes to dealing with social media content is the disparity in the level of emotions expressed. Since the C-SSRS was originally designed for use in clinical settings, adapting the same metric to a social media platform would require changes to address the varying nature of emotions expressed. For instance, while in a clinical setting, it is typically suicidal candidates that see a clinician; on social media, non-suicidal users may participate to offer support to others deemed suicidal. To address these factors, we have defined two additional classes to the existing C-SSRS scale with three classes. We have provided the description of the five classes in Section 4.4.1.

#### 3.5 Suicide Seed Terms

Not all users in subreddit SW are suicidal. We identify suicidal candidates in subreddit SW by looking into the nature of words used in user’s posts. To identify “suicidal” words, we utilized a technique to discover the trade-off between high-frequency (less important) against low-frequency (more important) words. We
law to precisely identify terms that are ‘prominent’ in the online discussion of suicidal thoughts. In figure 2, the red line follows Zipf-distribution while the blue line follows the Mandelbrot distribution.

We are particularly interested in the region of the graph shaded in the top left corner off the cut-off mark between the two lines. This region represents terms in the document that are frequently used by users while also having higher ranks (numerically small values). This effectively eliminates terms that are simply frequently used in the document, but have low ranks. Identified terms were validated by clinical psychiatrist and a curated list of 339 words with a cut-off frequency of 725. A sample list of 10 words are shown in table 4.

Having identified the suicidally prominent terms, and in conjunction with negation detection technique, we filtered noisy users (users who don’t ‘positively’ use one or more of these terms in their posts) and identified prominently suicidal users.

### 3.6 Embedding Models

Word embeddings are a set of techniques used to transform a word into a real-valued vector. This allows words with similar meanings to have similar representations and be clustered together in the vector space. Normally, we either generate domain-specific word embeddings local to our problem or employ general purpose word embeddings. In this study, we utilize embeddings from ConceptNet\(^{10}\) (vocabulary: 417193, dimension:300), which is a multi-lingual knowledge graph (created using words and phrases which are not necessarily concepts (or entities). The knowledge graph has been created using information from expert sources, crowd-sourcing, DBpedia, vocabulary derived from Word2Vec\(^{11}\) [44], and Glove\(^{12}\) [38]. We utilized ConceptNet embeddings as they have proved to improve natural language applications [52].

### 4 DATASET CREATION AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the data, its features and our procedure to identify a small cohort of Redditors that resemble potential candidates for suicidal users (see Figure 3). Our dataset comprises 270,000 users with 8 Million posts from 2.5 mental health related subreddits. These mental health subreddits are: r/selfharm (SLF), bipolar (r/bipolar (BPL), r/BipolarReddit (BPR), r/BipolarSOs), r/opiates (OPT), r/Anxiety (ANX), r/addiction (ADD), r/BPD, r/SuicideWatch (SW), r/schizophrenia (SCZ), r/autism (AUT), r/depression (DPR), r/cripplingalcoholism (CRP), and r/aspergers (ASP). We used 93K users who actively participated in the SuicideWatch subreddit providing 587466 posts. To further enrich our dataset, we gathered the posts of these users in the remaining 14 subreddits. The timeframe of our dataset is between 2005 and 2016.

#### 4.1 2181 Potential Suicidal Redditors

Subreddit ‘SuicideWatch’ (SW) has nearly 93K redditors as of 2016, and not all these users have suicidal tendencies. Therefore, we need to create a representative sample dataset that will contain users potentially at five-levels of suicide risk. We used a list of seed terms generated using Zipf-Mandelbrot (see section 3.5), to identify users who mentioned these terms in their content. We obtained a working set of 19K redditors. Next, we employed negation detection procedure (see Section 4.2) to further eliminate non-suicidal users. Finally, we obtained 2181 users who are potentially suicidal and have participated in other mental health subreddits. So, we take their cross-posts in other mental health subreddits, to account for the history of mental disorder.

#### 4.2 Negation Detection

Negation detection is a crucial part of the information extraction process as the presence of negated sentences can confound a classifier [21]. For example, *I am not going to end my life because I failed a stupid test* is a negated sentence in suicidal context, whereas *My daily struggles with depression have driven me to alcohol* reflects user’s mental health. The former sentence can give false positive, if we just extract ‘going to end my life’ as a precursor to a suicide attempt, while the latter sentence can be analyzed using simple match. The presence of negated sentences can influence false alarm rate of a classifier and deserves proper handling. We employ a negation detection tool developed using a list of negation cues, and probabilistic context-free grammar that supports negation extraction and negation resolution[21]. Such a tool correctly interprets social media content. We eliminate non-suicidal Redditors posting in SW to reduce the false-alarm rate of the classifier.

#### 4.3 User and Content Overlap

As individuals form communities based on shared topics of interest related to mental health conditions [54, 59] through different subreddits, we performed user and content overlap analysis between SW and other mental health subreddits to enrich the content of users. This analysis provides deeper insight into how potentially suicidal users communicate on problems including causes, symptoms, and treatment solutions. We extracted content of the 2181 redditors of SW in other subreddits, and identified their suicide-related posts employing a similarity assessment technique through domain-specific lexicons, LDA2Vec[32] and ConceptNet. Then, we appended the injected the content from other subreddits into the content of each of the 2181 redditor in SW. Formally, we define the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W/Ph.</th>
<th>Freq. W/Ph in SW</th>
<th>W/Ph.</th>
<th>Freq. W/Ph in SW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commit Suicide</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>Death</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopelessness</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>Gun</td>
<td>577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>Isolation</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapist</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>Trans</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kill</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Suicide seed terms selected through Figure 2. W: Word, Ph:Phrase, SW: SuicideWatch

Figure 3: Procedure for generating the annotated dataset. Only 9 mental health subreddits were considered because of significant content overlap (see Figure 4)
where $U^{SW}$ represent users in 2181 redditors set, $U^{MH}_{i}$ represent users in $i^{th}$ mental health subreddit and 2181 redditors set. We computed scores to quantify the overlap between users in SW and $MH_{i}$ (excluding SW) (see Figure 4). We leverage the quantified similarity of suicide-related topics between content of the 2181 users in SW and other subreddits, to enrich the content through appending the content in other subreddits into the SW content. This procedure will contribute to the holistic nature of the content and enable more discriminative features in the classifier. For example, a post in SW: I dont think I've thought about it every day of my entire life. I have for a good portion of it, however, my boyfriend may be able to determine whether I'm worth his time seems to imply that the user is non-suicidal. However, after appending following post taken from "depression" subreddit: Having a plan for my own suicide has been a long time relief for me as well. I more often than not wish I were dead, we notice that the user has suicidal ideations. As the content in Reddit posts contain slang terms for medical entity, we employed a normalization procedure using standardized lexicons to provide a cleaner interpretation of patients condition, meaningful to a mental health professional or clinician. To perform medical entity normalization, we utilize three lexicons (see Section 3.2), namely, i2b2, TwADR, and AskaPatient, which were created from Medical Records, Twitter, and Web Forum respectively. The normalization was performed through string match.

Content overlap using domain-specific lexicons. We trained an LDA model with topic coherence over the normalized content to find coherent topics for SW subreddit. Similarly, we processed posts in other mental health related subreddits. Subsequently, we generated two sets of Topics: SW subreddit, and related MH subreddits. The topical similarity was calculated between topics of SW and MH. We formalized the topical similarity($TS$) between content of 2181 users in $MH_{i}$ and SW as

$$\text{TS}(\text{Lex}) = \max_{1 \leq i \leq U^{SW}} \left( \frac{\sum U^{SW}_{i} \cdot U^{MH}_{i}}{|U^{MH}|} \right) \text{users} = 1 : |U^{SW}|$$

$\text{TS}(\text{Lex})$ is calculated as the ratio of averaged cosine similarity between topic vectors users in $U^{MH} (\tilde{U}^{MH})$ and topic vectors of a users in $U^{SW} (\tilde{U}^{SW})$ over number of user in the intersection of $U^{MH}$ and $U^{SW}$. The resultant matrix $\text{TS}(\text{Lex})$ has a dimension of 2181 x 1, representing users and their similarity scores. The parameter Lex takes as input: TwADR-L ($\text{TS(TwADR-L)}$) and AskaPatient($\text{TS(AskaPatient)}$). For such task, we trained two topic models because TwADR lexicon is created using twitter content and AskaPatient Lexicon is created using Forum content.

For quantifying the user’s content with appropriate emotion label (Table 3), we generated embeddings of content in SW and other MH subreddits for each user using ConceptNet word embedding model, we also generated the representations of the emotion labels used in the suicide notes, by combining the embedding vectors of their corresponding notes Then, we performed the cosine similarity measure over: (i) embeddings of content from mental health subreddits for each user and the emotion labels, and (ii) embeddings of content from the SW subreddit for each user and the emotion labels. We formalize similarity between i2b2 label and user content embedding as follows:

$$U^{SW}_{i} = \{\text{cos}([u_{i}, U^{SW}_{i}])\} |u \in U^{SW}, i \in L$$

where $U^{SW}_{i}$ represents the set of users in SW subreddit ($U$) and their cosine similarity values with labels in L forming a matrix of dimension 2181 x 6. Each row of the matrix represents the similarity value for a user embedding generated from all their posts against embedding of each label in i2b2 generated from suicide notes. A similar matrix is created for 2181 users using their content in other MH subreddits. We denote such a matrix as $U^{MH}$ of dimensions 2181 x 6. $U^{SW}$ and $U^{MH}$ is interpreted as a matrix showing to what degree users’ content are close to abuse, anger, fear, guilt, hopelessness, and sorrow. Thereafter, we generated a user similarity matrix ($U_{L}$) as a normalized product of $U^{SW}$ and $U^{MH}$. $U_{L}$ has a dimension of 2181 X 1. Formally we define it as:

$$U_{L} = \left\{ \frac{\text{cos}([U^{MH}_{i}, U^{SW}_{i}])}{|U^{SW}_{i}|} \right\} |u, v \in U^{SW}_{i}$$

We define an empirical threshold of 0.6 over similarity scores from from matrices: $U_{L}(\text{TwADR-L}),$ and $U_{L}(\text{AskaPatient})$. Content of 2181 users in MH subreddits having similarity greater than or equal to 0.6 across all the three matrices are appended to their respective SW

![Figure 4: User Overlap and Content Overlap based quantification of influence of other mental health related subreddit to SW. Subreddits SSH and SLF have the highest content overlap with SW followed by BPR and BPD.](image)

4.4 Gold Standard Dataset Creation

We describe different classes of suicidality, characterizing users who suffer from mental health conditions or involve themselves in a supportive role on social media. Further, we describe annotated dataset with examples and annotation evaluation using Krippendorff.

4.4.1 5 labels of Suicide Risk Severity. C-SSRS begins with suicidal ideation(ID), which is defined as thoughts of suicide including preoccupations with risk factors such as loss of job, loss of a strong relationship, disease, or substance abuse. A user with suicidal ideation expresses current or a history of thoughts of suicide, the desire to die, and/or suffering from high-risk mental illness. This category can be seen to escalate to suicidal behavior(BR), which can be operationalized as actions which elevate ideation into a higher risk category. A user with suicidal behavior confesses active or historical self-harm, or active planning to commit suicide, or a history of being institutionalized for mental health. This includes but is not limited to self-harm such as cutting or blunt force violence (self-punching and head strikes), heavy substance abuse, planning for suicide attempt, or actions involving a means of death (holding guns or knives, standing on ledges, musing over pills or poison,
or driving recklessly). The last category, an actual attempt (AT), is defined as any deliberate action that may result in intentional death, be it a completed attempt or not, including but not limited to attempts where a user called for help, changed their mind or wrote a public “good bye” note. When reviewing users’ risk levels for this social media adaptation, two additional categories were added to define user behavior that was less severe than the above categories. The first addition was a suicide indicator (IN) category which separated those using at-risk language from those actively writing a public “good bye” note. When reviewing users’ risk levels, any use of language such as a history of depression, or “I've been feeling” could be better...breaks my heart everyday. All Im saying is, once you make a decision: keep an open mind.

Table 5: Paraphrased posts from candidate suicidal redditors and associated suicide risk severity level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: (left). Pairwise annotator agreement, (right). Group wise annotator agreement. A,B,C, and D are annotators

and their associated suicide risk severity level. To identify which mental health subreddit (except SW) contributed most to suicidality, we mapped potential suicidal Redditors to their subreddits (see Figure 5).

4.4.3 Evaluation of Annotation. Four mental health experts were involved in the annotation process. Each expert received 500 users dataset comprising of 15755 posts. The annotator agreement was performed using Krippendorff metric as it is appropriate for ordinal labels. \( \alpha \) is calculated as \( 1 - D_o/D_e \), where \( D_o \) is observed disagreement and \( D_e \) is expected disagreement. Formally, we define \( D_o \) and \( D_e \) as:

\[
D_o = \frac{1}{N - |G|} \sum_{i,j,k=1}^{|G|} |A_j - G_k|^2 ; \quad D_e = \frac{1}{N - |G|} \sum_{i,j,k=1}^{N - |G| - 1} |G_i - G_k|^2
\]

where \( N \) is the number of users in the dataset, \( A_j \) represents a label from a \( j^{th} \) annotator, and \( G_k \) represents a label from a \( k^{th} \) annotator in a group \( G \). \( |G_i - G_k|^2 \) represents pointwise difference across annotations by group of annotators \( (G_i, G_k) \).

We perform two analysis: A pairwise annotator agreement to identify the annotator with highest agreement with others, setting \( |G| \) to 2 in 5, and an incremental group wise annotator agreement to find the robustness of the earlier annotator[50]. For group wise annotator agreement, we set \( |G| = \{2,3,4\} \). Results of pairwise and group wise annotators agreement is in Table 6.

5 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

5.1 Characteristic Features

Prior research has shown the importance of psycholinguistics, lexical, syntactic, and emotion features in the enhancing the efficacy of the classifier [22, 41]. We further improve our feature set with information provided by Reddit. We used following features in training our models: AFINN is a list of words scored for sentiment, emotions, mood, feeling, or attitude. Posts on Reddit may have nearly equal number of upvotes and downvotes making them

http://neuro.imm.dtu.dk/wiki/AFINN
We have implemented a convolutional neural network (CNN) as was used to determine whether they are sharing a direct experience with Reddit posts [17]. On social media, readability is an important factor for understandability of the text. We use height of the dependency parse tree to measure readability, with parse tree height being proportional to readability [23]. We employ maximum length of verb phrase [24] to capture less suicidal individuals. Verb phrase length is negatively correlated with the length of the subject in the content; therefore, length of the verb phrase is greater when the subject is a pronoun, rather a noun. Similarly, number of pronouns was used to determine whether they are sharing a direct experience or second-hand experience [37]. The value of this feature was high for users classified as supportive or indicative, as these users usually help others. Moreover, number of Sentences and Number of definite articles are also discriminative [25].

5.2 Baseline
Suicide lexicon developed as a part of the study for initial filtering of users and annotation process is a suitable resource for the baseline. Our empirical baseline model is a rule-based model classifying the user based on a strict and soft match criteria according to the presence of a concept in the user’s content and the suicide risk severity lexicon. To have a competitive baseline, we compared our rule-based baseline with word-embedding and TF-IDF based approaches to suicide classification [27]. Considering the experiments using word-embedding model trained over suicide and non-suicide related content, compositionality of word vectors was put to test following the works of [2, 36]. However, the suicide risk severity lexicon based baseline outperformed these competitive experiments. Apart from lexicon-based baseline, we consider the second baseline based on Shing et al.’s work [49] employing machine learning models for predicting the suicide risk.

5.3 Convolutional Neural Network
We have implemented a convolutional neural network (CNN) as proposed in [28] for our contextual classification task [48].

![CNN architecture created over aggregated posts from a user.](image)

The model in Figure 6 takes the embedding of user posts as input and classifies it into one of the suicide risk severity level. We merge the user posts and pass the concatenated embeddings of the words in the merged content as the input to the model.

\[
p_{u} = \text{post}_{u,1} \oplus \text{post}_{u,2} \oplus \ldots \oplus \text{post}_{u,P}
\]

Here \( \oplus \) represents the concatenation operation of \( P \) posts of user \( u \), where each post \( p \) of user \( u \) is the concatenation of the word vectors of each word \( w(v_{u,p,w}) \) in \( W \) (total number of words in a post).

\[
p_{u,p} = v_{u,p,1} \oplus v_{u,p,2} \oplus \ldots \oplus v_{u,p,w} \quad \text{(7)}
\]

Model has a convolution layer with filter window [3, 4, 5] and 100 filters for each. After getting the convoluted features, we apply maxpooling and concatenate the representative pooled features. We pass the pooled features through a dropout layer with dropout rate 0.5. Considering the experiments we have used mini batch of size 4 and trained for 50 epoch. CNN’s performance is compared and evaluated in Section 6.

5.4 Evaluation Metrics
We alter the formulation of False Positives, and False Negatives to better evaluate the model performance. False Positives (FP) is defined as the ratio of the number of times the predicted suicide risk severity level \( r' > r \) is greater than actual level \( r > r' \) over the size of test data \( N_T \). False Negatives (FN) is defined as the ratio of the number of times \( r' < r \) is greater than \( r > r' \) over \( N_T \). Since the numerator of FP and FN is compare suicide risk severity levels \( r, r' \), we termed precision as graded precision, and recall as graded recall. Ordinal Error (OE): It is defined as the ratio of the number of samples where difference between \( r' > r \) and \( r > r' \) is greater than 1. we formally define FP, FN, and OE as:

\[
FP = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_T} I(r'_i > r_i)}{N_T}, \quad FN = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_T} I(r_i > r'_i)}{N_T}, \quad OE = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N_T} I(r_i > r'_i > 1)}{N_T}
\]

5.4.1 Perceived Risk Measure (PRM): It is defined to better characterize the difficulty in classifying a data item while developing a robust classifier in the face of difficult to unambiguously annotate datasets. It captures the intuition that if a data item is difficult for human annotators to classify unambiguously, it is unreasonable to expect a machine algorithm to do it well, or in other words, misclassifications will receive reduced penalty. On the other hand, if the human annotators are in strong agreement about a classification of a data item, then we would increase the penalty for any misclassification. This measure captures the biases in the data using disagreement among annotators. Based on this intuition, we define PRM as the ratio of disagreement between the predicted and actual outcomes over summation of disagreements between the annotators multiplied by a reducing factor that reduces the penalty if the prediction matches any other annotator.

\[
PRM = \frac{1}{N_T} \sum_{i=1}^{N_T} \left( \frac{1 + \Delta(r'_i, r_i)}{1 + \sum_{p,q=1}^{G} \lambda_i(A_p, A_q)} \right) \frac{\sum_{p=1}^{G} I(r'_i = A_p)}{|G|}
\]

Where \( r'_i \) and \( r_i \) are the prediction and actual response for \( i^{th} \) sample. The denominator is the disagreement between \( A_p \) and \( A_q \) annotators summed over all annotators in a group \( G \). \( \sum_{p=1}^{G} I(r'_i = A_p) \) is the risk reducing factor calculated as the ratio of agreement of the annotators over the total number of annotators. In cases when the \( r'_i \) disagrees with all the annotators in \( G \), the risk reducing factor is set to 1.
6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We evaluate the model performance over different levels of suicide severity. We categorize our experiments into three schemes: Experiment 1 evaluates the performance of the models over 5 labels (supportive, indicator, ideation, behavior, and attempt); Experiment 2 evaluates models’ performance over 4 labels in which supportive (or negative) samples are removed, and Experiment 3 comprises labels defined according to 4-level categorization (where supportive and indicator classes are merged into one class: no-risk). Further, for each experiment, the input data is of three forms: (I1) Only textual features (TF) represented as vectors of 300 dimensions generated using ConceptNet embeddings, and (I2) Characteristics features (CF) (see Section 5.1) and textual features (CF+TF). All experiments were performed with 5 fold hold-out cross-validation. It was defined empirically, observing results at various folds. We show that the proposed 5-label classification scheme has better recall, and the perceived risk measure of the 5-label classification scheme is low compared to other reduced classification schemes. All the experiments have been performed with 5-fold cross validation and results are reported on hold-out test set.

6.1 Experiment 1: 5-Label Classification

For evaluation, we consider four learning models (SVM, RF, Feed-Forward Neural Network (NN), CNN) that have been used in similar studies (see Section 2.3) over two types of inputs: I1 and I2. For input I1, the baseline is a suicide-lexicon based classifier which is content-based, and for input I2, the baseline is SVM-linear which has been recorded as the best performing model in a study by Shing et al. [49].

Further, Random forest showed a 40% increase in precision at a fine-grained level of comparison, CNN outperforms the baseline concerning recall. Hence, 5-label scheme supports lower OE for best performing model than 4-label.

6.2 Experiment 2: 4-label Classification

To evaluate the models over 4-label classification scheme, we use the same approach as applied in Experiment 1 for the purpose of consistency. In addition, in this experiment, the baseline model created over suicide lexicon disregards supportive labels.

Table 7: Experiment with 5-label Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>With Supportive Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Graded Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-rbf</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-Linear</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed-Forward NN</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Experiment with 5-label Classification

Input type I1: Table 7 reports that CNN outperforms the baseline with an improvement of 40% in precision, 5% in recall, and 25% in F-score. Based on small improvement in recall, it is inferred that CNN has a tendency to predict a low risk level (e.g. Supportive) for a user who has an observed high risk (e.g. Behavior). SVM-rbf and SVM-linear show an improvement in precision compared to baseline; however, there is 12% and 27% reduction in recall respectively. Further, Random forest showed a 40% increase in precision at a cost of 16% reduction in recall. On the contrary, FFNN performed relatively well in comparison to baseline concerning recall. Hence, at a fine-grained level of comparison, CNN outperforms the baseline with a considerable improvement in precision and recall. To better characterize the comparison between the model, we analyze them from the perspective of OE. Such a measure is coarse-grained, and focuses more on false negatives as opposed to acceptable false positives. Based on Table 7, we observed that CNN showed the least error based on OE calculation reporting that 1% of the people have been predicted with a severity level of difference 2 or more compared to observed. Such a measure of evaluation is important because of it ignores the biases in the gold standard data. As a result, CNN correctly (or closely) predicted the severity of 90% of users.

Input type I2: In comparison to the second baseline, CNN outperforms SVM linear with an improvement of 32% in recall with reduction of 10% in precision. We infer from Table 7 that SVM penalized false positives more than false negatives because of its linearity and i.i.d assumptions. Whereas, CNN’s convoluted representation ignores i.i.d assumptions and the non-linearity induced by ReLU tries to balance false positives and false negatives. It can be seen from recall fo SVM-rbf for I2 which is higher than SVM-linear. However, SVM-rbf fails to balance false positives and false negatives because of i.i.d considerations. Further, from OE, we infer that for 9% of the users CNN and SVM-linear predicted a suicidality by a margin of 2 or more from the observed (actual).

6.2.1 Experiment with 4-label Classification

Observing Tables 7 and 8, there is a noticeable improvement in the precision of the models due to reduction in the degree of freedom of the outcome variable (removal of supportive class). Moreover, tables 7 and 8 show the reduction in recall and an increase in OE. Hence, 5-label scheme supports lower OE for best performing model than 4-label.

Input type I1 and Input type I2: For the content-based input, all the models outperform the baseline in terms of precision, however, only CNN model outperforms baseline in terms of recall. Interestingly, there is a decrease in the recall of the models with non-linear kernel from 5-label to 4-label classification scheme; yet, there is a marginal increase in true positives (not much change in OE) of SVM-linear. It can be inferred that SVM-linear is vulnerable to predict some of indicator users as supportive and ideation users as indicator in experiment 1. However, CNN was able to identify supportive users and most of the classification was centered around ideation and indicator level; 4-label scheme does not bring in major change in OE for CNN.

6.3 Experiment 3: 3+1 Classification

In this classification scheme, we collapsed the supportive and indicator classes into a common class; "control group". It allows us to create the classification structure as defined in [11]. For this experiment, we considered two top performing models from previous experiments: SVM-Linear and CNN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Collapsed Supp. and Ind. Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graded Precision</td>
<td>Graded Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-Linear</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>I1</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Experiment with 3+1-label Classification

Input type I1 and I2: Using such a classification scheme (see Table 9), we observe a significant improvement in precision of SVM-linear and CNN in comparison to previous experiments. Apart from the decrease in the degree of freedom of outcome, the model tries to predict the supportive+indicator and ideation classes as opposed to "behavior" and attempt. Since supportive+indicator and ideation classes are in majority, they boost the precision of the model. However, the model shows a reduction in recall in this scheme compared to 5-label or 4-label classification scheme. Table 10 shows reduction in OE for CNN from 0.1 to 0.07 for I1 and 0.09 to 0.06 for I2 compared to 5-label classification. It is because 3+1 classification scheme forces the model to compromise with the popular classes and affect the selection of suitable class. Moreover, through our 5-label classification scheme, we achieved an improvement of 4.2% in graded recall over the (3+1) scheme (see Table 7 and 9).

6.4 5-label Confusion Matrix Analysis

In this evaluation metric we categorize our suicidality labels into two groups; (1) No-Treatment Group: Supportive and Indicator User, (2) Treatment Group: Ideation, Behavior, Attempt.

Figure 7: Confusion Matrix of 5-label classification. (left) CNN, and (right) SVM-Linear. Y-Axis: True Level, X-Axis: Predicted Level

From figure 7, out of 36 No-treatment users, CNN correctly classifies 20 users (56%) whereas SVM-Linear correctly classifies 22 users (61%). However, observing a larger 64 Treatment users, CNN correctly classifies 51 users (80%) whereas SVM-Linear correctly classifies 46 users (72%). Hence, CNN provides more suitable class for the user compared to SVM-linear.

6.5 4-Label Confusion Matrix Analysis

Under the 4-label classification scheme, the No-treatment population involves users annotated as indicator whereas Treatment population contains users annotated as ideation, behavior and attempt. From Figure 8, we observe that CNN classifies 59 out of 64 users (92%) annotated under Treatment whereas SVM-Linear classify 53 out of 64 users (83%).

6.6 3+1 Label Confusion Matrix Analysis

There are 36 users under No-Treatment (supportive+indicator) group and 64 users under Treatment group. Based on figure 9, we noticed that CNN correctly classifies 26 out 36 (72%) No-Treatment users whereas SVM-Linear scored 16 out of 36 (44%). Further, CNN and SVM-linear recognized 39 users (61%) and 46 users (72%) in the Treatment group. The decrease in CNN from 80% (5-label) to 61% is attributed to the increase in attempt, behavior, and ideation users classified as No-Treatment. However, there was no change.

Figure 8: Confusion Matrix of 4-label classification. (left) CNN, and (right) SVM-Linear

6.7 Perceived Risk Measure Analysis

On analyzing models behavior using PRM, Table 10 shows that there is a 12.5% difference between 5-label and 3+1 label classification scheme. Results can be interpreted as: For CNN under 5-label, there is 14% chance that model will provide an outcome that disagrees with every annotator, whereas for (3+1)-label, it is 16%. Further, we observe SVM-linear has a high risk score compared to CNN in the both the classification scheme. From Table 10, we believe 5-label classification is an adaptable scheme over the other schemes for assessment of suicide.

Table 10: PRM based comparison of classification schemes
7 CONCLUSION
In this study, we presented an approach to predict severity of suicide risk of an individual using Reddit posts, which will allow medical health professionals to make more informed and timely decisions on diagnosis and treatment. A gold standard dataset of 500 suicidal reeditors with varying severity of suicidal risk was developed using suicide risk severity lexicon. We then devised a 5-label classification scheme to differentiate non-suicidal users from suicidal ones, as well as suicidal users at different severity levels of suicide risk (e.g., ideation, behavior, attempt). Our 5-label classification scheme outperformed the two baselines. We specifically noted that CNN provided best performance among others including SVM and Random Forest. We make both the gold standard dataset and the suicide risk severity lexicon publicly available to the research community for further suicide-related investigations.
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